Class 50: Designing More ADTs: Stacks and Queues

Held: Tuesday, 3 May 2011

Summary: We consider two important ADTs, the stack and the queue, and generalizations of those ADTs.

Related Pages:
- EBoard.
- Reading: Wikipedia on Stacks and Queues.

Notes:
- Happy Conquer Stress Week!
- I’ve answered some of your questions on the reading.
- There is no reading for Wednesday. There is no reading for Friday.
- Please continue to send questions on the exam through Piazza (general) and email (specific). If you’re not sure whether your question is general or specific, send it via email.
- When you’re having trouble with problems on the exam, note that pictures help! (As do debuggers, manual run-throughs, printf statements, etc.)
- EC for Orchestra, 2pm, Sunday, Main. [peer]
- EC for Grinnell Prize Announcement, Thursday, 11 a.m., Herrick. [academic]
- EC for final CS table of the year: Data Science. [academic]
- EC for Psychologist Talks (MW next week). [academic]

Overview:
- Stacks.
- Queues.
- Generalizing: Linear Structures.
- Other Policies.
- Hash Tables Lab (if time)